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ABSTRACT

'A semester-ong faculty seminar at Bunter College
invol*ed teachers frOm 14 disiplines In weekly meetings.iegarding
writing in.the subject.areas. Although the te'achers read literature
on writing and heard from outside writing experts, they spent most of
the time working together on designing and criticizing writing
assignments for their.classes.ana on examining-students' papers.
Amongthe,learnings.of.the- teachers were theA- fundamental-writing
skills do not vary across disciplineg and that students gain.
understanding of a subje,Ct.thyough:writing'about it. Ihe
eventually wrote a report including recommendations for w itin
acroSs the curriculum, for types.of writing assignments for cou
Changes, and for a college-wide committee to monitor w ting
requirements and college-wide ,policiez on the ascunt c ziting
expected in diffprent types of.courses.)kmong the insig ts ga,ined by
the English teachers who moderated the seainar were tIat writing
teachers shOuld moie studentS froi personal to academic writing as
SOQM as possible and-should choose *riting topics based on key
concepts in other disciplines, thaVthe teaching of the basicsaof
Acceptable,writing.belongs in lasic writing ccurses.cir in'tutorial
tenterse.and that Vrifing teachers.must assign writing topics that
enable stddents to write:toslearn it the same time.that they are . .

learning to write.. (GT)
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WIMING'AND LEARNING ACROSS 'NE CURRIC1J341

,

EIPERIENCE OF A FACULTY 1E21INAR

The idea of writing ao?oss

ME

)

the ,nirriculum is not new. It has b en

oaisk
Stalked about extensively at conferences WiMIA, NOTE,

A
CCM it i

being written about.in Journals, funding agencies are pouring mone;fr
00

. ,

into it, and schools are getting large grants to institutionalize what

was once'taken fer granted: that students 41,1xpected to write in

college courses, and to write well. We helix Of,large schools, such
t.

as the-University of Iowa, offering-more than twenty courses in

advanced expository writing; we hear of.other large schools, such 'as

the University of Michigan, setting up a freshman composition course
.4

followed'by a. sophomore-year course within a subjedt,area,' though,still

taught by English facUlty. Other schools get their whole faculty-

together for a few weeks while they examine their own writing process

andthe literature in the field, and then set up interdisciplinary

courses and team-teaching. This can be'dene when the camp.s is

small and rural and when the total number of students in he school

is lower than the number in some schools' developmental writing
,Q;

protgams./ It is at'the schools where the writing problems are Most

Severe that it is hardest to get the faculty involved. Why? The

students are generally more underprepared than evei beforepthe

colleges are beset by financial orissA and questions of survival,

teaching loads are-up, class size.is up, enrollment in specialized
, .

.*

courses ic shrinking. When a university suddenly closes ddm1 and

"-does not pay its faculty-for two weeks, student Ateracy is not the

'hottest-issue on.campus.

4.
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There is much, I am sure, that those from institutions like

the City.University of New.York will find familiar in that list of

obstacles.'To-think'of subject area faculty eagerly'attending summer
,

institutes or twoweelc workshops to examine the 15roblem Of literacy
e W0014 .

. .

across the curriculum
A
seem 'like-a fantasy, Yet all coMplain about

the way students write in their courses. What is needed is a local,

grassroots movenient, a slow relentless pounding aWay at the issues

,involved, getting a few faculty outside the English'dePartment to

begin thinking aboUt writing and learning and coaching their

colleagtes, and getting a few English-faculty to discover the

problems thesp teachers face.
4

We began a movementlike ttlis at Hunter College, a branch, of

the City Univereity of NeW York, with a faculty semina. backed not just

i)y the Digl4.sh #department but by the administra*On as arivikele,

,

particularly by the Proyost and theDean o0fumanities.and Arts.

ThisIsupport was crucial, stamping the uembureefrom the outset as

collegeWide. The interdisciplinary seminar was planned as a whole
National Endowment for the Humanities

semesterls ventdre, with
A
grantfunded released time,for participating '

faculty members. We rejected the models,used by other.schools of

seminars held during the summer or interseasion or over. weekends.

In such seminars the meMbers, deprived'of the laboratory of the

. classroom, reort to writing themselves and examining their Own,

products and proCesses. We did not want to.confront the problem of

students, irriting indirectly by simulation and substitution. We

had the real:thing right there. So-we planned a weekly twohour meeting

throughout a semester,eo that we coulUmove from- the classroom to the

seminar and^back again. Faculty meMbers who could not me:11y see. what
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writing had to do.with them-or with.their Particular discipline (wasn't
A

that the job of the English department?) were supported in thar efforts

to assign writing and to see what theii.students learned from the

assignment.
,

The two.of us from the English department who moderated the

seminar, eha4mi9 Persky and myself, knew that one required course

in expository writing was far4om a guarantee of felicitous prose

forever. We knew about-student writers, platedus and apparent

.

4
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regressions as they confront new vocabulary and concepta in'their

elebtive couAeo. But we decided not to lecture on 'what we knew.

Instead, we organized the seminar so that teachers would confront

what they meant by "remedial, by "good writing," and by "poor

N.

thinking," all in the Ontext of their own students04oapers. We did
,

include some of the standard activities of seminars, though. We

read a great deal of literature on writing (many articles, a general

bibliography, and an annotated bibliograPhY from a search of the

ERiC data base were distributed), and we haçt two sessions devoted

to hearing from-outside..experts: Professors Sharon,PiankO.and

Robert.Parker from Rutgers and Jerome.Tognoli from C.W..Post

College. We spent most of our time, however; exploring Hunter

College wrifing' and the issues it raised withim the disciplines

'represented in the seminar: Music, Nursing, Educational Foundations,

Curriculum and Teaching, Black and Puerto Rican Studies, Mathematics,

Art History, PhilosOphy, Biology, Romance Languages, Health Sciences,

Home Economics, Classics, and Eng13sh.

so rather than listening fo lectures or examining'our own

composingprocesses, we worked'together on what are usually solitary

activities,' We designed writing-assignments for our classes, criticized

each 'other's assignments, and examinXed andevaluated.studentsi

papers': WeiWe're able to see .how ..an early short -writing sample

might predict our students' writing ability in later longer

'papers. And even though we ppbably tarfed out with as widely,

divorgent.Views on, writing as the range- of disciplinea we came from,
I.

""""...
when we looked together at what our students were Writing for us

,

6
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we began to site some recurring uncierlying principles and.commion

goals. We saw that-the fundaeiental_yriting skills did not vary from

one subject to another. Across tip curriculum it was necessary for

our students,to use correct grammar and syntax,to express and'

illustrate ideas Clearly, to marshal arguments, and to provide

evidence. Only in more adyanced courses.would they need skills
N

'specific to lhe disciplines. We saw also that a grasp ofthe

fundamental skills could fluctuate ; what appeared to be in

control at the end of the required.course in composition could

become tenuous ae the student-condentrated on the terminology

and conceptual basis of a new subject.

Our seminar should have been called "Writing in the Silbject

.Areas" rather than "Teaching Writing in the, SubSect qkreas." Nost
,

methbers could admit to writing being within t14 province of their

course; it was the "teaching" that. botheredthem. They felt they

simply could not 4ustify usinggas time to teach 'writing. even

if they had time fe'r it, th-ey di 'It know how to teach organization,

-style, grammar, puqctuation, and spelling. They co d perhaps.correct

these things, N,not teaoh them.

*-
We did all see a value,showever, in assigning plenty f

writing.to'our students. The.main value'ls that students dev. op

. a riCher understanding of their subject,if they write about it thall

if they don't. One.participant said that she could have saved time ,

in her glasses by assigning writing .on tOpiCs she had been lecturing

about. We agreed generalli:that only continuld grappling on paper

with the concepts of a discipline-ensures.the grasp of those concepts.
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These agreements did not come immediate6ly. It wa9 not easy for
. 4.

,

seventeen teachers from fourteen different 4iscipl1nes to reach a,
. .

consenrs. As msderatorS of the seminar, Charles Fersicy ct I
.

.

,
.trod an uneasy'tightop'e betweekneutral chairing ahd teache

.

I u it4---
.

training. It' took a long time for us as a group.to work out all t4e

diffiCulties that arise when 'faculty members of a large ur
,

an.school, .

meeting each other and enAaging intelleCtually with each eSther for
.

. ,,
.,,_-

. the first time, Axe:expected' to Work'tC)gether prodUctive y. What
.

was encouraging; was that in spite of the difficultiest ,consensua

\of reQommendations did emerge, which derived solelyjr m , an examin
,.

ation.ollthe pro,blem4'student writing .

_

We reporteU our findings to the college aaminiSt ation and

faculty, recommending,the Use of writing as a IVarnin ;tool Across

the curriculum; with short, ungraded'writing samples early in the

..,
-semester, more shorter papers,,with ivvision, in place of.

.
.

.

I

paper, clearer course prerequisites, new coursesw syllabus
)

,chailges:to accommodate'the specific writing needs of particular

disciplines a committee'structure throughout the college to

,

establish end monitor writing requirements, and' "publicly
.

stated, collegewide Polities on the amount/of writini normally

expected in different types of courses."

That report ( available.in full, from me at the Writing Center,

Hunter College, '695 Par. Avenue, )Jew Tork, N.Y. 10021),is now being,

discussed in collef:v departments and)committses. As a result, some
tr

8
S.
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ing;tidUal fa6ulty membbr ate tarrady bb6;anning to give more writing
4 . .

4. ,s.
. ,t

asignments integrated n'to (the stkintur? bi* the I' r exu.trse:24, alld -imm-
4....,

) - ..
.

.

_

-
4 i -1t-:---- .

inaiAtmbere are not!on y proposing new cburses in wri lug wittily; their.
. .

,subjects but areraislig the whole dsaue of writing in ths,dAsciplin

at their department 4etingst r.

,9 . ..
,

. Th4 report of firidings and,recommendationb-does. not, ilowever,.

tell the full picture of-what went on4;in the seminar. Little . 1

surfaces there pf-the bewilderment, confusiont'qw.even hostility

el

aired in the early sessions. As seminar members discovered
4

deficiencies not &I-11y in,their dwn students' writing but n their

own phrasing of asSlgtinents'and direCtions for writip, and as they came

to realize that answers to problems were there to be discovered in

the data beore them provided by their students and.would not be

provided by experts, those,of.us prirnaly concerned with English,

cwwith the teaching of writing made iscoveries, too. If writing

ahd lealming were intimatelY related in su ject courses, then they

were in wriing courses as well'.
a

As ateacher.of remedialwriting courses, I came away from,the

seminar with somevaluable insights into my own classroom activitie::

and assignments. From seeing the topics an11,1111F;ned to my students in

other courses and the criteria.used for evaluating thej.r writing,

./
I perceived more clearly than' ever the: necessity for'writing,teachers

to make the move, from personal writing to academic writing as soon

as. possib1e4 Students need prn-.tice in obje,;:tive, logical reasóning.

Acadeirlic writing is what collyge courses demand, and.writing col.irses

.

9
41.4
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should include it directly and not by analogy and implication. We

cannot trust that once students learn to write'a lively personal
,

sqay they will move -into a political science paper with ease.

The modes of discoursedefinition, comparison and contrast and

the like--once they are removed from the artificialitY .of composition

textbooks (in which studenta are asked to describe a room, to explain

how to find a date, to define a hippie, and to compare.ind,cOntrast

c011ege students and high school students) take on neAmeaning for

students asked to define "optimal wellness" in a Nursing course or

to compare "the circulation of fluids in higher plants and in higher

animals" in a Biology class. As., these modes are so obviously a feature

of academic writing, and as some particularly seem to reourin

writing-for'specific disciplines, why do we writing teachers and

textbooks%donsittly remove the topics from.academe? We should not

leave it to the students to jump,uriaided the large gap between the

d ition of "success" in a onehour essay in a writing class and

the d finition of "democraOy" as a key concept in a political.science
*

paPer.'The academic setting we are in can surely help us find topics

for our- students.

,

°Take sioatial description with details, for example. This is a

mode frequently asSigned in writing elasses'and texts; usually cNl e
,

to the beginning-of the course so -that.students can,produóe "pel'sonal"

writing describing familiar settings. But detailed description of

a visual form is asked for constantly in art history courses.+When

in their ywiting course
our students describe a.painting, they are thus not only learning to

4

'write desoription; their writing,will help them t

a work of a". If we writing teachers choose not

and learn a4Out

1 0

derive topics
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from our Own subject matter in Englishthat is, literature-- we

can tutn for inspiration to the Aost common modes of discourse

demanded in Other disciplines: process description in biology,

problemsolution in the social sciences, defition in political

science._ for example. We can then devise topics related to those

disciplines, topics that might at least introduce students.to

some basic.terminology and concepts of thesubjects. Students

44/4/
who deal in

A
writing"courses with themes, concepts, and orgInizing 09

schema essential to disciplines they will later study

far, more valuable than they do from.a rapid survey of

opinions onrime, TV and drugs.

,
' 0

gain 4metq'

their

o

As well as beineawarb of the specific modes of discourse'
.

4

associated.with academic subjects, we writing teachers shoUldeil6e:

0!.421'

be aware of the technical termskand the specializecruse of SiOr$day'V.;

words in differentlk W. 96isciplines. A student who varies set t1,
';

et:.;"

in .erder to avoid repetition in a mathematics paper has made

mistake. We also cannot make pronouncements about desirable sentence

length and sentence structure across the board. What we might

accepOr teach as a "good" sentente-in one discipline ("The

tradition of French painting, of space, sensuality, beauty, and
I.

lyritism has- been violated and dexibd by Picasso ") might well

. be unacceptable in mathematics, which demands,that a.liat be

;

complete and inclusive. Again, a stuaent who has been introduced to

sentence'embedding asila desirable.stylistic deviCe Might, a6 Biology

.Professor Ezia Shahn pointed out to_our seminar, write, '"The Hershey-

4

14.

OR

1,

1,
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Case experiment, which used. radioactive isotopes of phiAphorus and

sulfur to distinguish between DNA and protein, Showed DNA was the

genetic material." But in an essay which is simply 'to describe the

experiment, all that is unneseSsary "The HersheyCase experiemet

showed DNA was the genetic material" does not throw.awayuinformation

that needs.to be mcke fully explicated.

Generally, though, while each discipldne begins to reveal its

"voige" by its most frequentlyused.modes of discourse, its

c ye.", -. sOrmitoms, neveltheNS,
vocabillary and

A
its 124r6entence otommonftem,

4\
syntax and gitmaar

\ ._

do cross all boundaries, and subjectarea.teachers are rightly

concerned about them. But they are also Tight to.feel they cannot

devote class time to dealing with theSe basics. When they, tell

students that grammar, spelling, aed S'entence structUre "dont\

: 7A count,".they are simply acknowledging their reluctance to teach or

even to correct basic writing. And when they classify structural

errors like missing ed endings as spelling errors, their reluctance

' is understandable; based as it is on insufficient training and class
. 4

,

room practice. The basics of writing a ceptably--grammar, punctuatiow

1
.,

% . . .

mechanics, idiomatic usage, and senten structure--belougin basic
. 40, .

writing classes or in a tutorial center with trained tutors.

The clearest lesson that f took sway. with me from the seminar

. , was the reinforcement of the notion that my students must always,

be writimg to learn at the same time as they are learning to write.

Choosing and assigning topics therefore tak*s on priffe importance.

Remedial students eSpedially Ac«ed to make use'pf every opportunity

o "catch up," so. in ()Ur writing claases*,,where they do a great

Iro
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.

deal Of writing, we.can provide opportunitites for them,to learn not
-.. .!

only.about writinetile topic.sen.fpence, the embedded sentence,
..

11

. :,%

, 4 -

the transition and ell thatbut also abput the sUb4lets-they are
.

, .

.,

, ..
writingabout...SUbject ared.teachers oontinually crA.titize tudents' .

.:

, ..,. . 0
wit 6.too pubjeCtive-.and autobiographical..-The-students, they

, .
.

.

.
.

. . .

.

say, have not ;bad and'assimilited enough information,. therhave not
i-

p.*.,t; m
,.. .

grasped the bedie.cowepts, they:have not'had_ono h practiCe with.
k . f

1., .% 4:
writing lcigicly, clearly, and objectively. Writi gf:.involving -

t .

..j i
,
1.

Aft

theohandrepoi iItct brain, provides unique strategies for learning..

1' , tut the hacknetd old topics (react to this picture,
.

reminisce about
1

, .A

. .

I, -
.

. your'childhoodili describe a happy experience, explain bow to stay
.4 4.,

,
i

A 1. N

sober.at a party, grades, marijuana, divorce, abortion: we have all
-.,

.

seen 'them and probably assigned them) to be disiatChed in one or two

II.ours give the students little chance to learn about anything except

, , .

how difficult writing is, GfVing assignments involves a skiaful.

interweaving of readingst visual stimuli, class'discussion,

group discussion, Prewriting, background informAtion, and the

.giving of directions. The preparation of wrItink Classes per se

ql)
gives way to the pr4aration of aseignments4-Ortercup0..tionI

wil always begin by asking nowis,nt't-just "What 044my students

7learnabolit writing,from this maignment?" but Nhat,Will:my students

learn gboUt the subject matteri-Of this topic,and how 'rfiluable ia

the subject matter for them?" The extenskon of vritingjtcgoss the

A

curricUlum mu t n t negle'ct the ex;tension of the cUrriculum itito

,i.,-

or ,.
4' A

.

,..,

writingpourses..

,

I ,

Areliaimes
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